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Although hermeneutics as a theory first developed in

the German philosophical tradition with Friedrich

Schleiermacher and Wilhelm Dilthey as important

predecessors and Hans－Georg Gadamer as the most

influential exponent in our time, its basic concepts and

principles related to the questions of language, under-

standing and interpretation are patently universal. Jean

Grondin remarks that according to Gadamer, “the uni-

versal claim of hermeneutics could indeed be derived

only from the doctrine of the verbum interius－that is,

from the insight (stemming from Augustine read

through Heidegger) that spoken discourse always lags

behind what one wants or has to say, the inner word,

and that one can understand what is said only when one

derives it from the inner speech lurking behind it.”1

That is to say, it is by pointing to the basic and ubiqui-

tous problem of the inadequacy of articulation in lan-

guage that Gadamer makes the case for the claim to

hermeneutic universality. Insofar as language exists

everywhere in all human communications, hermeneutics

does have a universal appeal, and writing as the more

enduring form of language is especially important for

hermeneutic explorations. Gadamer argues that in our

historical understanding, what is hermeneutically sig-

nificant is a tradition that comes down to us in writing.

Written texts have the dual nature of preserving the

meaning of the past for us and at the same time pre-

senting the past to us as a current question, as some-

thing to be investigated and understood through a rigor-

ous search for meaning. “Thus written texts present the

real hermeneutical task,” says Gadamer. “Writing is self

-alienation. Overcoming it, reading the text, is thus the

highest task of understanding.”2 When we think of her-

meneutics in terms of an effort to understand, especially

an effort to read and interpret written texts, there is lit-

tle doubt that the hermeneutic consciousness is directly

relevant to different cultural traditions, whether it is a

European tradition or an Asian one.

Not only does Gadamer lay emphasis on the sig-

nificance of written traditions, but he also puts forward

the important notion of the classical as a normative

piece of work or an exemplary text “raised above the

vicissitudes of changing times and changing tastes.”3

This predilection for writing and the classic leads to a

particularly close relationship between hermeneutics

and classic studies, and indeed the development of gen-

eral hermeneutics as a theory in the West cannot be

separated from the tradition of biblical exegeses and the

philological study of Greek and Latin literature. Since

hermeneutics refers to the ontological situation of our

being rather than a specific methodology of knowing,

as Gadamer insists in following the ideas of Heidegger,

and since the world’s great written traditions all have

their respective sets of canonical texts and commentar-

ies, the influence of hermeneutic consciousness has

definitely helped promote the study of classics and mo-

tivate scholars to take a fresh look at their tradition and

canonical texts, and reexamine them in a new perspec-

tive. With the rise of hermeneutics, there appears to be

a revived interest in classic studies, and this is certainly

true of classic studies in China.

The entire modern history of China is marked by

the introduction of ideas, concepts, and values from the

West and simultaneously a radical critique and even re-
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jection of the indigenous culture. For centuries in pre-

modern times, Confucian classics were revered as ca-

nonical texts and required reading for all scholars in

China who would sit for civil examinations and move

on to a career in the imperial bureaucratic system. The

study of the Confucian classics was thus bound up with

the life of the literati-scholars in the same way as the

Bible was bound up with the life of the clergy. In 1898,

however, even before the demise of the last imperial

dynasty and under the pressure of bringing up the edu-

cation system from traditional classic studies to a more

modern curriculum and practical orientation, the reform-

minded Emperor Guangxu ordered the discontinuation

of using Confucian classics as the sole and exclusive

texts for government-administered examinations. The

classics thus lost their absolute prestige, though they

still held a canonical status in the minds of most edu-

cated Chinese for a long time. With the overthrow of

the monarchy in 1911 and the advent of a New Culture

Movement following the students’ demonstration on

May 4th, 1919, it became increasingly the general ten-

dency for Chinese intellectuals to embrace the modern,

Western-derived cultural values and at the same time to

launch a strong critique of the Confucian tradition. The

radicalism at the time came out of a sense of urgency

that must be historically situated and understood, for

many intellectuals then felt that China was in great peril

of being carved up and colonized by Western powers

and Japan, that the ancient Confucian tradition had be-

come a heavy burden weighing the nation down, and

that nothing short of rapid and fundamental changes in

every aspect of social and cultural life could bring

China to a possible rejuvenation.

We see that clearly in the works of Lu Xun,

probably the most influential and representative thinker

and writer whose short stories and essays exemplify the

critical spirit of the May 4th era. He came to Japan as a

medical student in 1904, but soon turned to literature as

the best means to remedy the deficiencies not of the

body, but of the Chinese mind.4 In a brilliant allegory

of social criticism, Lu Xun famously described the

whole of Chinese history as a continual barbaric prac-

tice of cannibalism, that every page of the Chinese

chronicle was covered, upon close examination, with

the two words－“eating people”－despite all the super-

ficial pretensions of Confucian virtues.5 The sense of

urgency becomes quite palpable when we read the

words Lu Xun wrote to young Chinese at the time:

“First, we want to live, second, we want clothing and

food, and third, we want to develop. Whoever dares to

obstruct us in these three things, whoever it may be, we

will fight against him and wipe him out!”6 Even more

scandalous is Lu Xun’s deliberately provocative recom-

mendation for reading that enraged many conservative

scholars at the time. In reply to a newspaper’s request

to draw up a list of must-read books for young people

in 1925, he wrote: “In my opinion, it is better to read

few－even no－Chinese books, but read a lot of foreign

books. The result of reading few Chinese books cannot

be worse than the inability to compose pieces of writ-

ing. But for the youth of our time, what is most impor-

tant is action, not writing.”7 For Lu Xun and intellectu-

als of the May 4th generation, the radical critique of tra-

dition and the advocacy for change were perceived to

be a matter of national survival and therefore totally

necessary and justifiable.

If Lu Xun’s words give us an indication of the

cultural ambience in China in the 1920’s, the fate of

Wang Guowei provides us with yet another sign of the

times in an opposite direction. As an erudite scholar in

late Qing and the early Republican period, Wang

Guowei was summoned to Beijing by the deposed Em-

peror Xuantong and became one of the last Emperor’s

Attendants in the Southern Study in 1923. Four years

later, when the Republican forces in their Northern Ex-

pedition pushed toward Beijing, Wang Guowei, at the

time one of the four distinguished professors at

Tsinghua University, threw himself into the Kunming

Lake in the Summer Palace and drowned on June 2,

1927. His loyalty to the last Emperor could be seen as

emblematic of his commitment to Chinese culture as a

venerable tradition, and that is exactly how Chen Yinke,

Wang’s friend and another distinguished Tsinghua pro-

fessor, understood the matter. It was in the context of a

cultural clash between the East and the West that Chen

proposed to interpret Wang Guowei’s suicide, and in

that context, Wang’s death was seen as symbolic of the

decline of Chinese culture, of which the core values

and the basic social fabric were determined by a set of

moral and political relationships, namely the relation-

ships between the monarch and the subject, the father

and the son, the husband and the wife, etc. By the time
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when Wang Guowei committed suicide, says Chen

Yinke, these relationships were broken down and China

was “undergoing unprecedented calamities and great

changes. When calamities are so extreme that no further

change seems possible, how could those in whom the

spirit of this culture materialized not bear the same fate

and put an end to their lives as the life of their culture

ends? This is the reason why Mr. Guantang (Wang

Guowei) had no other choice but death, causing great

sorrow and regret to the entire world and later genera-

tions.”8 Such an interpretation of Wang Guowei’s sui-

cide in terms of a cultural thanatology is perhaps true

of the Chinese tradition in a most conservative under-

standing, in which Chinese culture was seen as an inte-

gral part of a moral and political system, the system of

monarchy to which all literati-scholars pledged absolute

allegiance. With the overthrow of the Qing dynasty,

then, traditional culture in that specific sense was in-

deed dead.

Culture is, however, a much larger concept than

social and political system. The end of monarchy and

imperial history surely does not mean the end of Chi-

nese culture per se. It does entail, however, that Chi-

nese culture transforms itself to accommodate the new

situation, and that the study of classics takes a different

form and becomes essentially a form of historical in-

quiry and investigation distinct from the philological

approach in the Qing scholarship of earlier generations.

In the 1920’s, the call to “sort out the nation’s tradi-

tional culture” (zhengli guogu) proposed first by Zhang

Binglin (1869－1936) and then Hu Shih (1891－1962)

represented not only a fresh look at the cultural tradi-

tion and the Confucian classics for elements still rele-

vant and useful in the 20th century, but also a new out-

look and new methodology in scholarship. Hu Shih and

particularly Gu Jiegang (1893－1980) made a tremen-

dous impact on modern scholarship in the study of Chi-

nese history and the classics by taking a critical view of

the ancient written texts. As Yu Ying-shih observes, Gu

Jiegang’s effort to seek the true face of history through

an iconoclastic revaluation of traditional commentaries

on the Confucian classics has really achieved a “Kuh-

nian paradigm,” and his scholarly works represent “the

first systematic embodiment of the modern concept of

historiography.”9 In fact, Gu’s effort to understand an-

cient history by a critical reading of the classics has im-

portant implications from the hermeneutic point of view.

In his revaluation of traditional commentaries,

Gu Jiegang drew upon Zhu Xi and the legacy of Song

dynasty scholarship, while trying to make new discov-

eries informed by a modern perspective. For example,

in the preface to the third volume ofGu shi bian [Dis-

criminations of Ancient History], which contains essays,

letters, and critical notes by different authors on two

Confucian classics－the Book of Changes and theBook

of Poetry－Gu argues that the iconoclastic, destructive

nature of their work is necessary for the construction

and “restoration” of Chinese culture. What those

authors try to achieve in that volume, he observes, is at

once destructive and constructive:

For the Book of Changes, we destroy its

status as the sacred scripture of Fu Xi and

Shen Nong and construct its status as a

book of divination. For theBook of Poetry,

we destroy its status as the sacred scripture

of King Wen, King Wu, and the Duke of

Zhou and construct its status as a book of

musical songs. I implore readers not to mis-

take what I call construction here for our

own invention. TheBook of Changes was

originally divination, and theBook of Po-

etry was originally musical songs, and what

we do is nothing but to wash and rinse their

true faces out. Thus by construction we

only mean “restoration,” and the so－called

destruction is only equal to sweeping clean

the blurring dust and dirt. All such views

have their origin in the Song dynasty and

often find expression in Zhu Xi’s writings

and recorded conversations. Once we add to

them our modern knowledge and extend

their implications, we find in them a great

deal of new meanings.10

In the legacy of Song dynasty scholarship, par-

ticularly in Zhu Xi’s writings, Gu Jiegang found a criti-

cal genealogy, a sense of continuity in reinterpreting the

Confucian classics, whereas he felt confident that his

work and that of his fellow scholars were enriched by

“modern knowledge,” sophisticated with “new mean-

ings” available only in the 20th century. It is in this

modern context that Gu and the other scholars could
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treat the Confucian classics not as sacred scriptures, but

as texts originated in specific historical conditions and

valuable for historical understanding. What is of par-

ticular significance for hermeneutics is Gu Jiegang’s

clear recognition of the historicity of all writing and all

commentaries. An important insight he derives, as he

puts it, is to “interpret ancient history in the legends of

different times in accordance with the situation of those

times.”11 That is to say, the legends and historical nar-

ratives produced in a particular time should be under-

stood not as throwing true light on antiquity but as rep-

resenting the historical situation of that particular period

of time that gave rise to those very legends and narra-

tives. In contemporary hermeneutic parlance, we may

say that Gu Jiegang fully acknowledges the horizon of

expectations of each historical writer or commentator,

and that he understands the commentaries or written

texts as belonging to what Gadamer calls the “history

of effect” (Wirkungsgeschichte). “If we are trying to

understand a historical phenomenon from the historical

distance that is characteristic of our hermeneutical situ-

ation,” says Gadamer, “we are always already affected

by history.”12 By recognizing the historicity of a legend

or narrative from the past, we become conscious of its

effect and thus better prepared to understand the situ-

ation in which we find ourselves. Again, as Gadamer

puts it: “Consciousness of being affected by history

(wirkungsgeschichtliches Bewustsein) is primarily con-

sciousness of the hermeneuticalsituation.”13 It is im-

portant to note that Gu Jiegang turns this insight into

positive usage when he argues that traditional commen-

taries, even though they cannot tell us the truth about

ancient texts they purport to illuminate, may neverthe-

less let us catch sight of the historical situation from

which they emerged. “Though many false materials

would not fit in the timeframe they falsify,” says Gu,

“they become excellent historical materials once they

are put in the timeframe in which they arise. When we

are in possession of such historical materials, we would

be able to understand the ideas and scholarship of that

particular time.”14 This is in fact a good explanation of

the hermeneutic concept of historicity, that each written

text is by definition historical, bringing to us the unspo-

ken ideas and assumptions of its own time even when it

professes to speak about antiquity and ancient classics.

By differentiating texts produced in different periods of

time, Gu Jiegang and his contemporaries tried to put

the classics and their commentaries in their appropriate

timeframe, and thereby they obtained an important in-

sight into the process of “ancient history being built up

layer upon layer” in historical narratives. It is difficult

to recover the truth of a particular event in the remote

past from the various legends and historical records, Gu

Jiegang argues, but if historians collect all the relevant

materials, arrange them chronologically in sequence,

and examine them in their various stages and interrela-

tions, then it is possible to know how the historical nar-

rative is constructed by those very legends and records,

and how it is added on and modified in time. ”The

main idea I have about ancient history is not its truth,”

Gu thus declares, “but its transformation.”15 As Zhou

Yutong observes, Gu Jiegang was trying to “study the

change of ancient history by using the method of study-

ing narrative transformations.”16 From the 1920’s till

the 1940’s, that was certainly a radical outlook in the

study of ancient history and the classics, and its meth-

odological value can be fully appreciated in the light of

contemporary scholarship, particularly the theory of

hermeneutics, even though the actual content of Gu

Jiegang’s work and argument has been subjected to re-

examination and criticism in recent years.17

That is to say, Gu and his fellow scholars are in-

itiators of a new approach in classic studies, the modern

concept of classic scholarship and historiography, in

which many of his insights are significant from the her-

meneutic point of view. In retrospect, however, scholars

in the Qing dynasty already developed a sense of his-

torical transformation, for in their effort to go back to

the authentic teachings of the ancients through a rigor-

ous philological investigation, they were able to set

themselves free from the constraints of centuries of old

exegeses and commentaries, and see the edifice of

authoritative interpretation as historically built up over

the generations. This is what Liang Qichao (1873－

1929) saw as the general tendency of Qing scholarship,

a tendency he described as “seeking liberation through

the restoration of antiquity.”18 That may also describe

what Gu Jiegang does in his revaluation of the Confu-

cian classics and traditional commentaries.

In his monumental work,Guan zhui bian [Tube

and Awl Chapters], Qian Zhongshu made the observa-

tion that the philological scholarship in the Qing had al-
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ready recognized the interrelationship between parts and

the whole in making sense of a sentence or a text, and

he compared the Qing scholars’ approach to the classics

with Dilthey’s understanding of the “hermeneutic cir-

cle.”19 This may well be the first appearance of the

term “hermeneutic circle” in a Chinese context, and

Qian’s seminal remarks remind us of the hermeneutic

insights we may derive from the long exegetical tradi-

tion in Chinese classic studies. In recent years, herme-

neutics has given many scholars of Chinese culture a

much-needed theoretical perspective from which they

try to take a new look at canonical texts and commen-

taries and to discover new meanings and values in the

Chinese tradition. John B. Henderson’s book,Scripture,

Canon, and Commentary: A Comparison of Confucian

and Western Exegesis, put the Confucian commentary

tradition on a world map with other great written tradi-

tions: commentaries on the Homeric epics, the Indic

Vedanta, Quranic exegesis, rabbinic Judaism, and the

Christian biblical interpretation. In this pioneer work,

Henderson argues that commentators in all these differ-

ent traditions hold very similar views with regard to the

canonical texts they comment on, and that they all as-

sume that their canonized scriptures have the following

characteristics: that they are all-encompassing, coherent,

self-consistent, profound, and fraught with moral and

spiritual meanings. To substantiate these claims or basic

assumptions, commentators all adopt similar strategies

and thus become surprisingly comparable. It indeed ap-

pears to be “a general rule that the further commentarial

traditions developed away from their canonical sources,

both chronologically and conceptually, the more similar

they became to one another, both with respect to the as-

sumptions they made about the nature of the canon and

the strategies they devised for supporting these assump-

tions. The very act of canonization,” says Henderson,

“had systematic consequences that were in part inde-

pendent of the peculiarities of the canonical text.”20 Ste-

ven van Zoeren’s book,Poetry and Personality, is

more traditionally sinological and focused on Chinese

commentaries on theBook of Poetry from the Han to

the Song dynasties and tried to discuss them in the light

of hermeneutics.21 Taking the problem of the inade-

quacy of language as the point of departure, which

Gadamer considers to be the basis for the universal

claim of hermeneutics, I have discussed philosophical

and literary hermeneutics in the perspective of East-

West studies. By examining canonical texts and their

commentaries, I argue that philosophers, mystics, and

poets have all tried to make use of the suggestiveness

of language to solve the problem of articulation and ex-

pression, and that in order to arrive at full and adequate

understanding of the classics and the cultural tradition,

we must regard the hermeneutic process as an open－

ended dialogue, a pluralistic search for meaning.22

Since the mid-1990’s, the study of hermeneutics

and its relevance to classic studies in the Chinese tradi-

tion have inspired many scholars in Taiwan, the US as

well as mainland China to engage in the search of a

Chinese hermeneutic tradition. The collection of essays

edited by Ching-I Tu, Classics and Interpretation, rep-

resents the result of a concerted effort by a group of

scholars who gathered together at Rutgers University in

New Brunswick, New Jersey, in 1996 for the discussion

of various Chinese texts in light of the hermeneutic the-

ory. Though most essays deal with Confucian classics

and their interpretations, particularly the Song reinter-

pretation of the classics by Zhu Xi and the other Neo－

Confucian philosophers, the volume also contains es-

says on the exegesis of the Taoist canon and Buddhist

sutras, on modern and contemporary interpretations of

Confucian classics, and thus cover a wide range of top-

ics in Chinese culture.23 Another conference with a

more focused discussion on canon and commentary was

held at the City University of Hong Kong in 1999, but

canon was understood in a broad sense as texts of im-

portance and influence, that is, classics not only of the

Confucian tradition, but also of Taoism and Buddhism,

of history and literature. Commentary likewise included

not only traditional Han and Tang commentaries on the

Confucian classics or Qing scholarship in classic studies,

but also influential commentaries in literary criticism,

even 19th-century Christian interpretations of Confucian-

ism. There were also discussions of cross-cultural issues

in the encounter of Chinese and Christian canons. A se-

quel to these two earlier conferences will be another in-

ternational conference, to be held again in Rutgers Uni-

versity in October 2001. Scholarly conferences and

seminars have also been held in Taiwan, where a num-

ber of scholars form a group led by Huang Chun-chieh

of the National Taiwan University and systematically

explore the themes of hermeneutics and the study of
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Chinese classics in East Asia. Their research has pro-

duced a number of essays published in several journals,

notably National Taiwan University’sHistorical Inquiry

(Taida lishi xuebao). Huang Chun-chieh concentrates

his own study onMencius and has so far published two

volumes in Chinese on the history of the study ofMen-

cius with a particular emphasis on hermeneutic issues,

and also a book in English that summaries his Chinese

publications under the rubric of what he calls a “Men-

cian hermeneutics.”24 On the Chinese mainland, herme-

neutics has also drawn a lot of attention from scholars

in different fields and become an increasingly familiar

subject for study. A complete Chinese translation of

Gadamer’s magnum opus,Truth and Method , first ap-

peared in 1993－95 and then reprinted in 1999. A num-

ber of other important theoretical works have also been

translated into Chinese in recent years. While knowl-

edge of Western theories gradually increases, some

scholars have called for a specifically Chinese herme-

neutics and point to the rich commentary tradition as

the foundation for such a culturally specific theory.25

More recently, some have responded to such a call and

tried to offer a hermeneutic theory, or at least a theo-

retical discussion of hermeneutics, based on traditional

Chinese literary criticism and commentaries.26

To put it simply, hermeneutics has indeed pro-

moted the study of classics and their commentaries in

the Chinese tradition in a way that has not been possi-

ble for decades, and it is therefore no exaggeration to

say that there is a revival of classic studies in China

and overseas because of the influence of hermeneutics.

Since this is still going on and much of the research is

yet to appear in print, it is hardly possible at the present

moment to summarize the current tendency in any de-

tail. We may try to draw a few points in conclusion and

perhaps raise some questions for further exploration.

One definite point is that we learn to respect our own

tradition, try to explore the ancient classics and tradi-

tional commentaries for possible insights and cultural

values for our own time, and thus adopt an attitude

rather different from the radical critique of traditional

culture during the May 4th era. With this change of

times and social conditions comes the necessary ques-

tion of historical evaluation: how do we inherit the

critical spirit of the May 4th generation without severing

ourselves from the long history and tradition before the

20th century? Or to put it differently, how do we appre-

ciate the legacy of our tradition, particularly as depos-

ited in the ancient classics and traditional commentaries,

without betraying all that which we have attained and

have become in the more recent modern history? The

balance between a sense of history and our present re-

sponsibilities, between cultural inheritance and a pros-

pect for future development, this is indeed a profoundly

historical question, and thus a hermeneutic question as

well.

More specifically in the study of history and in

classic studies, we learn to appreciate the scholarship of

our predecessors, for example, the important works

done by Gu Jiegang and his fellow scholars in the first

half of the 20th century. When we know more about

hermeneutics, we realize how significant some of Gu’s

ideas and insights are with regard to the study of an-

cient classics and traditional commentaries. In a recent

discussion of the Confucian commentary tradition and

Chinese intellectual history, Daniel Gardner concludes

that though traditional commentaries “are intended to

tell us, the reader, something about the classic, which

of course they do, but they also tell us something about

the commentator, and perhaps even about his contem-

porary fellowship of readers, insofar as he is a spokes-

man for them.” Therefore commentary as a genre, says

Gardner, “is an extraordinarily valuable, even indispen-

sable source for cultural historians of China.”27 The rec-

ognition of the historicity of all commentators, the ac-

knowledgement of the value of commentaries for the il-

lumination not so much of ancient classics but of their

own time, all these are the important insights Gu

Jiegang had clearly articulated in the 1920’s. How to

build on those insights to deepen our understanding of

both the classics and their commentaries－that is our

task today.

Finally, hermeneutics, particularly in Gadamer’s

understanding, is universal rather than culturally spe-

cific, and it is not a scientific methodology for the re-

alization of truth. It is, to put it in another way, more of

a descriptive ontology than a prescriptive epistemology,

more art than theory. That makes the claim to establish

a specifically Chinese hermeneutics seem to retreat

from the universal to the local, and therefore more lim-

ited than it is intended to be. The use of Chinese texts

may certainly give the discussion of understanding and
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interpretation in the Chinese tradition a cultural speci-

ficity or character, just as Gadamer’s reference to Greek

and German traditions makes his theory distinctly

Western. It is, however, far more difficult to claim cul-

tural specificity of hermeneutics as an art and theory,

and to differentiate it from the basic consideration of

the problems of language and understanding, which

constitutes the universality of the hermeneutic con-

sciousness. For students of the Chinese classics and tra-

ditional commentaries, it is more important to reexam-

ine the history of classic studies, to come up with spe-

cific insights that are not fully understood or articulated

before, and to have a better and comprehensive view of

the long cultural tradition. Significant theoretical contri-

butions to hermeneutics, either universal or culturally

specific, can only be expected much later, after we

have gone through a long process of learning and in-

vestigation, when many research projects have produced

concrete results as scholarly publications. The interest

in hermeneutics has led to a great deal of revived inter-

est in classic studies, but what we see now is just a

promising beginning, a more positive attitude toward

our own classical tradition. It will take a lot of effort

before we understand what the revival of classic studies

will actually mean in the larger context of historical

transformations.
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